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Transportation

A stormwater swale on the down-slope side of the roadway will capture and pre-•	
treat some stormwater run-off, as well as provide a buffer for multi-use trail users. 

Bicyclists are accommodated in two ways. A striped 5-foot bicycle lane •	
accommodates skilled bicyclists for uphill travel. Skilled bicyclists traveling downhill 
are expected to use the entire travel lane, as these bicyclists tend to prefer more 
room to maneuver when their speed increases. 

An 8-foot multi-use trail provides accommodation for less skilled bicyclists, like •	
children and families. While this trail is intended to “meander” along the roadway, it 
will be important to provide clear lines of sight and adequate turning radii for both 
bicyclist and pedestrian safety. 

Considerations

Main Loop Road - Section 1

Sustainability Options

use a variety of sedges  �
and rushes in the swale 
that can withstand both 
inundation and drought

augment swales and  �
landscape buffer with 
native plant species

Section Summary
travel lanes 12-feet
on-street parking none
bicycle lanes 5-feet, one direction
sidewalk / trail 5-feet, 12-feet
planting strip / swale 6-feet, 12-feet
intended speed 35 mph
adjacent land uses undeveloped / low density residential
primary grade moderate to steep

MAP

1
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Section Summary
travel lanes 11-feet
on-street parking 7-feet
bicycle lanes 5-feet
sidewalk / trail 5-feet
planting strip / swale 7 - 12-feet
intended speed 30 mph
adjacent land uses medium density residential
primary grade moderate

Main Loop Road - Section 2
This section of the Main Loop Road passes through adjacent residential areas, and acts 
as	a	traffic	collector,	as	well	as	a	central	spine	for	the	community.

Sustainability Factors

narrow street width �

recycled-content in  �
asphalt & concrete

shading  from trees �

integrated stormwater  �
managment systems

Transportation

MAP KEY

2
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Section Summary
travel lanes 11-feet
on-street parking 7-feet
bicycle lanes 5-feet
sidewalk / trail 12-feet
planting strip / swale tree wells at sidewalk edge with trees periodically in parking
intended speed 20 mph
adjacent land uses village commercial / mixed use
primary grade flat

Main Street
Main Street travels through the village center and has the most urban character. Wide 
sidewalks,	planters,	and	street	furniture	(i.e.,	street	lights,	flower	baskets,	benches,	etc)	
contribute to a very pedestrian-friendly commercial environment. 

Transportation

Sustainability Factors

narrow street width �

recycled-content in  �
asphalt & concrete

shading  from trees �

MAP KEY

3
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Section Summary
travel lanes 11-feet
on-street parking 7-feet
bicycle lanes 5-feet
sidewalk / trail 6-feet
planting strip / swale 7-feet
intended speed 25 mph
adjacent land uses medium to low density residential
primary grade moderate

Boulevard
This section of the Main Loop Road is a full boulevard with a median and planting 
strips or bioswales. It will be the centerline of neighborhoods for the south of the village 
center. 

Sustainability Factors

narrow street width �

recycled-content in  �
asphalt & concrete

shading  from trees �

integrated stormwater  �
managment systems

Transportation

MAP KEY

4
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Section Summary
travel lanes 11-feet
on-street parking 7-feet
bicycle lanes 5-feet
sidewalk / trail 12-feet
planting strip / swale 7-feet
intended speed 35 mph
adjacent land uses low density residential
primary grade moderate

Main Loop Road - Section 5
This section of the Main Loop Road serves as a transition zone between the residential 
outskirts of the Village and the wastewater treatment plant.

Transportation

Sustainability Factors

narrow street width �

recycled-content in  �
asphalt & concrete

shading  from trees �

integrated stormwater  �
managment systems

MAP KEY

5
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Section Summary
travel lanes 11-feet
on-street parking none
bicycle lanes 5-feet
sidewalk / trail 6-feet
planting strip / swale 7-feet
intended speed 35 - 40 mph
adjacent land uses undeveloped, low density residential
primary grade moderate

Main Loop Road - Section 6
This section of the Main Loop Road connects Highway 101 to Wilder. A center turn 
lane provides access to residential areas at the south end of the Village and to areas 
adjacent to the property, like the wastewater treatment plant. 

Sustainability Options

Stormwater swales may be  �
able to be used in place of 
the planting strip.

A planted median or  �
stormwater swale may be 
used in place of the center 
turn lane as long as it 
provides opportunities for 
vehicles to turn left into 
driveways and/or streets.

Integrate existing mature  �
vegetation where possible 
along the alignment, even 
if the vegetation is along 
the roadway centerline. 

Transportation

MAP KEY

6
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Section Summary
travel lanes 11- and 12-feet
on-street parking 16-feet, angle-in
bicycle lanes none
sidewalk / trail 10-feet	(urban	edge),	6-feet	(residential	edge)
intended speed 20 mph
adjacent land uses village commercial, high density residential
primary grade flat

Village Center Road
The village center road travels around the village center to provide access to 
commercial and residential uses in the center of the community.

Transportation

Sustainability Options

Sustainability Factors

narrow street width �

recycled-content in  �
asphalt & concrete

shading  from trees �

MAP KEY
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Section Summary
travel lanes 11-feet
on-street parking 7-feet
bicycle lanes none
sidewalk / trail 8-feet
planting strip / swale 6-feet
intended speed 25 mph
adjacent land uses medium density residential
primary grade flat	to	moderate

Neighborhood Spine Road
These roads provide primary access to the neighborhoods throughout the Village.

Sustainability Factors

narrow street width �

recycled-content in  �
asphalt & concrete

shading  from trees �

integrated stormwater  �
managment systems

Transportation

MAP KEY
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Section Summary
travel lanes 16-feet, courtesy lane
on-street parking 7-feet
bicycle lanes none
sidewalk / trail 6-feet
planting strip / swale no
intended speed 15 - 20 mph
adjacent land uses medium to low density residential
primary grade low to moderate

Neighborhood Local Road
These roads provide local access to neighborhoods. 

Transportation

Sustainability Factors

narrow street width �

recycled-content in  �
asphalt & concrete

shading  from trees �

integrated stormwater  �
managment systems

MAP KEY

Queuing Design:

Periodic areas without 
parking allow larger 
vehicles to pass.
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Section Summary
travel lanes 16-feet, courtesy lane
on-street parking 7-feet, one side
bicycle lanes none
sidewalk / trail 5-feet
planting strip / swale 7-feet, on downhill side
intended speed 15 mph
adjacent land uses low density residential
primary grade moderate to steep

Hillside Street
Hillside Streets provide a bioswale on the downhill side of the roadway to capture and 
pre-treat stormwater runoff. 

Sustainability Factors

There are a number of  �
variations for the edge 
conditions of residential 
streets with little traffic 

that can integrate green 
street treatments. Some 
examples include:

integrated large-capacity  �
bioswales

less impervious surface  �
area (narrower streets)

permeable paving in  �
parking areas

variety and diversity of  �
plants and trees in the 
right-of-way 

Transportation

MAP KEY

photo: on-street parking is handled in a non-traditional way to accommodate wide bioswales, 
walkways, and other green street treatments (Seattle, WA)

Queuing Design:

Periodic areas without 
parking allow larger 
vehicles to pass.
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Section Summary
travel lanes 18-feet shared corridor
on-street parking not designated but permitted
bicycle lanes none
sidewalk / trail none
planting strip / swale none
intended speed less than 10 mph
adjacent land uses high- and medium-density residential
primary grade flat	to	moderate

Woonerf - “Street for Living”
Woonerf”	(“Street	for	living”)	is	a	Dutch	term	for	a	common	space	created	to	be	shared	
by pedestrians, bicyclists, and low-speed motor vehicles. They are typically narrow 
streets without curbs and sidewalks, and vehicles are slowed by placing trees, planters, 
parking areas, and other obstacles in the street. 

Transportation

Sustainability Factors

multi-sue street   �
encourages strong 
cummunity linkages

narrow street width �

recycled-content in  �
asphalt & concrete

shading  from trees �

integrated stormwater  �
managment systems

MAP KEY

***

Above:  NW Cliff St. in Newport’s Nye Beach area allows for an informal 
mix of pedestrians, vehicles and cyclists.  The unique paving pattern 
communicates that it is a special type of street.

Left: A private drive trough the Fremont Lofts development in Seattle 
creates an enclosed special precinct for residents, whether coming and 
going by foot or vehicle.
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Section Summary
travel lanes 20-foot total right-of-way
on-street parking none
bicycle lanes none
sidewalk / trail none
planting strip / swale none
intended speed 10 mph
adjacent land uses residential
primary grade flat	to	moderate

Green Alley
A green alley functions as a normal alley from a transportation perspective but is 
treated with green features to facilitate stormwater absorption and reduce impervious 
pavement area. 

Sustainability Factors

Explore a variety of  �
materials for the porous 
apron and driving strips. 
Because the aprons will 
not experience the use 
of a normal roadway, 
porous asphalt or other 
hardscapes may work 
well without continual 
maintenance.

Consider a variety of  �
hearty low-growing plants 
that are adaptive to the 
coast climate in lieu 
of grass for the central 
vegetated swale.

Transportation

MAP KEY
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Section Summary
travel lanes 15-foot travel corridor

bicycle lanes none
sidewalk / trail none
planting strip / swale none
intended speed 10 - 15 mph
adjacent land uses village commercial
primary grade flat

Urban Alley
Common in most traditional and neo-traditional neighborhoods, the alley provides 
access to the rear of buildings. In addition to improving overall connectivity, the alley 
also	provides	a	place	for	services	and	storage	(i.e.,	garbage	cans	and	collection)	and	
allows street frontage to be uninterrupted by driveways.

Transportation

Sustainability Factors

Supports reduced street  �
widths elsewhere

Improves overall  �
walkability

Recycled-content  �
materials

MAP KEY





Green Street Strategies

Transportation
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Green Street Strategies

Bioswales
Bioswales	are	a	vegetated	swale	system	with	an	infiltration	trench	designed	to	retain	
and temporarily store stormwater. They are planted with native grasses, sedges and 
rushes	that	enhance	filtration,	cooling,	and	cleansing	of	water	in	order	to	improve	water	
quality and prevent sealing of subsoils.

The bioswale above is set back from the road-
way to accommodate people getting into and 
out of their vehicles.

Photo top: deep bioswale between a parking 
lot and the roadway; Photo bottom: a bioswale 
integrated with traffic calming 

Photo at right: sidewalk is 
separated from the roadway 
by a bioswale; on-street park-
ing is provided with 90-degree 
parking intermittently along 
the roadway. 

Photo below: a common traffic 
calming element can also 
serve to slow and pre-treat 
stormwater runoff.

Sustainability Options

Use plants that are  �
most adaptable to the 
climate and conditions 
where feasible to reduce 
irrigation needs

Avoid invasive plants �
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Green Street Strategies

Sustainability Options

Seek local source  �
materials

Recycled-content  �
materials

Permeable or Porous Pavement
Permeable or perforated paving materials or pavers with spaces that allow transmission 
of water to aggregate base and subsoils. Runoff is temporarily stored in the base for 
infiltration	into	the	subsoils	and/or	slow	release	to	storm	drain	system.

Photos clockwise from top left: parking lot with 
several permeable pavement types including 
pavers and porous asphalt (Jean Vellum Natu-
ral Capital Center - Portland, OR); walkway of 
porous pavers (Portland State University - Port-
land, OR); parking lot of porous pavers (North 
Carolina); parking strip of porous pavers.

Porous pavement will need to 
be tested on the Wilder site 
before the treatment is used 
for full applications. 
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Smaller Roads
Designing and constructing smaller roads is one way to reduce the volume of 
stormwater run off simply because there is less impervious surface. More of the 
roadway right-of-way can then be dedicated to greenery (shade, CO2 absoprtion, 
aesthetics,	etc.)	and	bioswales	(to	collect	and	treat	localized	stormwater	runoff).		
Additionally, smaller roads use fewer materials during their construction, particularly 
petroleum-based materials like asphalt. 

photo at left: rural application 
of the small road concept

photos below: Seattle’s Street 
Edge Alternatives (SEA) pro-
gram redesigned a series of 
neighborhood roads to accom-
modate stormwater runoff. 
The roadway was narrowed, 
on-street parking was consoli-
dated to a few locations along 
the block face, bioswales were 
installed on both sides of the 
roadway to treat stormwater 
runoff, and a sidewalk was 
provided on one side of the 
road for pedestrians.

Green Street Strategies
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Pedestrian Circulation

Access Trails
Access trails provide short paved trail or stair connections between streets. These 
trails improve pedestrian and bicycle connectivity and encourage more walking in the 
community. If terrain allows, these trails should be ADA accessible. 

Guidelines
surface asphalt,	concrete,	wood	(stairs)
width 10-feet
cross-slope maximum 2%
vertical clearance 10-feet minimum

Access trails and stairways should be sensitively designed and constructed to •	
minimize impact on the terrain and neighboring homes. 

Consider constructing stair systems from concrete and local stone, instead of •	
chemically-treated lumber. These materials are not as slippery as wood, are more 
durable, and have greater longevity. In addition to providing access, a rock and 
concrete stair system can also provide hillside stabilization and attractive rock 
gardens.   

Fences on both sides of access trails should be limited to improve pedestrian •	
safety and encourage “eyes on the street.” If screening is desired, consider using 
vegetation or fences that provide some privacy but retain the ability to see and hear 
the	trail	(i.e.,	“good	neighbor”	fencing,	wrought	iron,	etc.).	

Access trails should be lighted so that they can be used safely year-round. Lights •	
should	minimize	deflection	into	the	sky	and	neighboring	homes.	

Considerations

access trails

Sustainability Options

evaluate porous concrete  �
or asphalt for trail surfaces

use small bioswales to  �
treat stormwater on site

use materials found on  �
site for stair structures and 
minor retaining walls

use solar panels for  �
lighting

MAP KEY
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Pedestrian Circulation

Natural Trails
Natural trails are soft-surface walking/hiking trails that provide recreation opportunities 
and access to nature in the community. Natural trails can support bicycling and 
equestrian use if designed properly, but are generally intended to serve pedestrians. 

Guidelines
surface earth, wood chip, gravel
width 5-feet
cross-slope 2%, down slope
horizontal slope 15% maximum
vertical clearance - pedestrians only 8-feet minimum
vertical clearance - bikes and horses 10-feet minimum
trail setback from waterways as much as feasible

Trail	systems	significantly	contribute	to	the	marketability	of	the	community	and	•	
increase property values.  

A natural soft-surface trail system is the best way to access some of the best parts •	
of Wilder and its surrounding areas. By contouring along the steep eastern slopes of 
the property, residents can walk with relative ease to Idaho Point, King Slough, and 
other parts of the community in a completely natural environment. 

This type of trail system is relatively easy to construct and maintain when done •	
properly. It also provides an opportunity to improve some existing land conditions by 
improving drainage, stabilizing slopes with native vegetation, and removing invasive 
plants like Himalayan blackberry and Scotch Broom.

Considerations

natural trails

Sustainability Options

employ “green” trail  �
construction techniques 

use native earth as much  �
as possible

utilize local lumber for  �
small bridges, retaining 
walls, railings and fences

minimize switchbacks (to  �
cut down on trail cutting 
and erosion)

use low-impact  �
boardwalks through 
wetlands and other wet 
areas

avoid long sustained  �
grades or utilize water bars 
to control drainage and 
erosion

MAP KEY
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Development Types

General Specifications
Unit Size: no larger than 20,000 sf
Unit Height: up to 3 stories
Parking: on street and shared parking lots
Private Outdoor Space: n/a
Density range / typ. lot size: 
Target price range: 

Sustainability Factors

Provide neighborhood  �
amenities to reduce need 
for vehicular travel

Density makes community  �
more supportive of transit

Build durable and flexible  �
buildings to ensure that  
can provide for different 
uses as the community 
matures

Seek energy efficiencies  �
between building uses 
and at a district scale

IN ZONE...Village Center: Retail
A range of sizes should include very small “incubator” spaces to encourage small 
businesses and create interest. Buildings should make a strong connection to the 
street through glazing, roll-up openings, outside display or seating. Awnings and street 
furniture provide important functions.

COM

photos clockwise from left: 
Downtown Cannon Beach, OR; 
Coffee shop, Forest Heights 
(Portland, OR); College Avenue 
(Berkeley, CA); shops in Sis-
ters, OR
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Village Center: Small Retail Shops
Important to the success of any new retail is the ability of small businesses to start 
up with minimal risk.  Providing interesting small retail spaces is one way to do this.  
Portable carts, small kiosks arcades and market hall type retail are all proven ways of 
doing this.

IN ZONE...

COM

Development Types

Sustainability Options

Daylighting of retail has  �
been shown to increase 
sales, as well as energy 
savings

New LED lighting is  �
emerging for retail uses

Food carts and portable kiosks can evolve 
with a retail area, moving to the most suc-
cessful locations and duplicating as demand 
grows. Photo above: portable food cart 
(Portland, OR)

Arcades and market halls 
have several benefits: reduced 
overhead, a high degree of vi-
sual activity, and pass-through 
spaces that can front to a 
street and rear parking.

above: Granville Island market 
(Vancouver, BC); right: City 
Market (Portland, OR); below, 
Swan’s Market (Oakland, CA)

Tiny stand-alone shops can take advantage of un-
usual building or site geometry, and can energize 
areas that would be otherwise empty.
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Village Center: Housing Over Commercial
Mixing residential and commercial activities contributes to “eyes on the street” and 
focuses human activity in core areas at all times of the day. Commercial can be retail, 
office	or	civic	uses,	depending	on	demand.	Housing	can	be	elevator-served	or	walk	up	
townhouses stacked above.

IN ZONE...

COM

Development Types

Mixed use buildings are a time-honored 
type, and occur at many scales and types 
of construction.  Clockwise from above: NE 
Portland,  NW 23rd Av., Portland; Orenco 
Station; SE Portland; Pacific City, OR

Sustainability Options

More supportive of transit �

Improves overall balance  �
of jobs and housing

Potential for shared  �
parking

Potential for ‘waste heat’  �
from commercial uses to 
serve residences

Green building certification �
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Development Types

Village Center: Hospitality
Hotels and Bed and Breakfasts near the commercial core will provide more activity and 
help energize the area in the evening. These establishments often include restaurants 
and	other	uses	on	the	ground	floor.	

IN ZONE...

COM

Right: This “tree-sort” is a destina-
tion place to stay in the woods of 
Southern Oregon, pulling travelers 
well out of their way to stay in a 
creative building type: treehouses!  
(Takilma, OR)

Right: The Sylvia Beach Hotel, with 
its author themed rooms, provides 
a compelling and highly-desirable 
lodging opportunity on the Oregon 
Coast, where the hospitality indus-
try is always looking for new and 
innovative ways to attract visitors.

Sustainability Options

Green building strategies �

Zone mechanical  systems  �
for room-by-room  control 
to reduce  impact  of 
unoccupied  rooms.

Incorporate green  �
management practices for  
cleaning, laundry, etc.

Bed & Breakfast lodging in Seattle and the San Juan Islands

R3

Above:  Coast Cabins, a cluster of 
short-stay cabins in Manzanita, OR
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Development Types

Sustainability Options

Certification  �

High Energy Efficiency �

Stormwater managed on site �

FSC-certified framing �

Recycled content materials �

Green building program  �
with incentives to avoid 
excessively large homes, 
and higher burden for 
efficiencies, relative to 

smaller homes

Renewable energy  �
production

Minimize alterations to  �
existing landscape

Detached garages improve  �
indoor air quality by keeping 
garage fumes out of the 
living spaces

Single-Family: Hill Homes
The areas near the perimeter will generally have larger view lots, with somewhat larger 
houses.  Thoughtful landscape standards and stormwater management can contribute 
to homes that blend into the landscape and to the stability of adjacent slopes.

IN ZONE...

R1

Larger lots•	

Typically located at slope edges•	

Design standards can steer construction toward a cohesive style for the community •	
(i.e. neo-traditional – or a particular material set and/or form, like wood siding, 
sloped	roofs)

Landscape standards can help to blend homes into landscape•	

General Specifications
Unit Size: 1200 - 2000+ sf
Unit Height: 2 story
Parking: off street
Private Outdoor Space: Backyard / front yard
Density range / typ. lot size: 3 - 7 du/acre
Target price range: $$$ TBD

photos clockwise from left: 
traditional architecture (Port-
land, OR); modern hill house, 
(Berkeley, CA); craftsman 
houses (Berkeley, CA)
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Single-Family: Medium Density Homes
These homes will be the dominant housing type at Wilder. They allow open space for 
each home and remain affordable for many families.  Porches and limitations on garage 
locations help to link this type to the street for improved neighboring opportunities.

General Specifications
Unit Size: 1200 - 2000 sf
Unit Height: 2 story
Parking: off street
Private Outdoor Space: Backyard / front yard
Density range / typ. lot size: 8 - 10 du/acre
Target price range: $$

Basic lot size is 5000 sf•	

Affordable construction type•	

Design and landscape standards, intended to support project quality without over-•	
inflating	housing	costs

Accessory	units	allowed	(see	page	x)•	

Sustainability Options

Certifications �

High Energy Efficiency �

Stormwater drywells �

FSC-certified framing �

Recycled content  �
materials

Reduce ecological  �
footprint through energy 
savings, preferred 
materials, good siting, etc.

Improve indoor air quality �

Support potential  �
industrial tenants within 
overall project, as well as 
regional economy

Provide market  �
differentiation

Detached garages improve  �
indoor air quality by 
keeping garage fumes out 
of the living spaces

IN ZONE...

R2R3

Development Types

photos: various medium-
density housing styles and 
configurations
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Development Types

General Specifications
Unit Size: 800 - 1,100 sf
Unit Height: 1-2 story
Parking: off street
Private Outdoor Space: Backyard / front yard
Density range / typ. lot size: 9 - 15 du/acre
Target price range: $-$$

Sustainability Options

Certifications �

High Energy Efficiency �

Stormwater drywells �

FSC-certified framing �

Recycled content  �
materials

IN ZONE...

R2

Single-Family: Small Lot Houses
Small lot houses are freestanding homes, but offer a more compact neighborhood as 
well as more affordable housing. R3

photos: small lot houses (Port-
land, OR)
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Development Types

Sustainability Options

Certification �

High Energy Efficiency �

Stormwater drywells �

FSC-certified framing �

Recycled content  �
materials

Increasing density  �
can in itself improved 
sustainability by making 
walking and transit more 
viable for more trips.

Shared walls typically  �
lead to increased energy 
efficiency for each unit.

General Specifications
Unit Size: 1,100	sf	-	1,600	sf	(18’	-	20’	wide)
Unit Height: 2-3 story
Parking: garage, off street
Private Outdoor Space: Backyard
Density range: 10-20 d.u./gross acre
Target price range: $-$$

Townhouse
Townhouses	provide	the	benefits	of	direct	simple	ownership	(without	the	potential	risks	
of	condominiums)	while	contributing	to	higher	densities	than	free-standing	homes.		
They are a long-standing traditional type in many cultures, from the Victorians of San 
Francisco to cutting edge modernist designs throughout the industrial world.

While townhouses are often built with garages below and directly off the street, the 
preferred pattern is to have garages at the rear, either in a separate outbuilding (a 
‘mews’	pattern	typical	in	England)	or	tucked	under	the	unit	with	open	space	provided	
in front yards.  Eliminating the garage door on the front improves the qualities of the 
street, by providing more visual contact between the street and the homes.

When garages must be located at the front, they can be set 1/3 to half a story down to 
increase the connection between street and house.

IN ZONE...

R3 COM

photos: Belmont Dairy (Port-
land, OR); Sullivan’s Gulch 
townhouses (Portland, OR)
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Development Types

Sustainability Issues

Increase density without  �
changing basic single 
family land use type

Green building strategies  �
as applied to other home 
types

IN ZONE...

R2R3

photos clockwise from top: Rose House (Portland, OR - SIP roof panels, Net Zero Energy Design), 
“Clever Homes” kit using SIP construction, Highlands Garden Village (Denver, CO)

Auxilliary Dwelling Unit (ADU), A.K.A. “Granny Flat”
An ADU is a second self-contained dwelling unit created on a lot with a house, attached 
house or manufactured home. These dwellings are typically small (no larger than 800 
sf)	and	are	intended	to	provide	housing	options	for	a	variety	of	single	occupant	tenants.	
Units can be joined to/over garages or stand alone on the property.

General Specifications
Unit Size: 250 - 800 sf
Unit Height: 1 story
Parking: off street / on street
Private Outdoor Space: patio / deck
Density range / typ. lot size: n/a
Target price range: $-$$

R1
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Development Types

IN ZONE...

R2

Cluster Development: Walk-In
Clustered developments offer a sense of scale among neighbors, who typically share 
a small common open space.  In truly successful designs, these spaces become very 
desirable amenities.

General Specifications
Unit Size: 800 - 1800 sf
Unit Height: 1 - 2 story
Parking: off street, shared, and/or ganged garages
Private Outdoor Space: shared commons
Density range / typ. lot size: 8 - 12 du/acre
Target price range: $$

Alleys serve rear of units, fronts open onto shared green space•	

Pass-through path allows connections for larger neighborhood, but overall design •	
conveys an informal sense of ‘ownership’ to the residents.  

Actual	ownership	can	be	public	(Rose	Walk)	or	private	(Stapleton).•	

Sustainability Options

Certification of homes �

Coordinated managment  �
of stromwater, landscape 
etc.: use green standards

Higher potential for  �
sharing of resources 
among neighbors

R3 R1

photos, clockwise from above: Cluster on common green, Stapleton (Denver, CO); Rose Walk (Berkeley, CA); bungalow court walk-
in (Portland, OR)
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Development Types

General Specifications
Unit Size: 800 sf or less
Unit Height: 1 - 2 story
Parking: shared
Private Outdoor Space: shared commons
Density range / typ. lot size: 12-24 du/acre
Target price range: $

Typically an allowed use within single family neighborhoods, with 6 - 8 cottages in •	
lieu of 3 - 5 standard size homes

Shared parking at periphery•	

Open space provides front door access and commons•	

Sustainability Options

Certification of homes �

Landscape standards �

Smaller house sizes �

Higher potential for  �
sharing of resources 
among neighbors

Cluster Development: Cottage Clusters
Cottage clusters are a type of walk-in cluster where homes are smaller than typical 
single family, increasing affordability and density within a single family neighborhood.  
They are eing used in existing neighborhoods to create housing variety and affordability.

photos: cottage cluster 
developments in Washington 
(www.cottagecompany.com)

R2R3 R1

IN ZONE...
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Development Types

IN ZONE... Multi-Family
Multi-family housing is a long-established housing type in cities and towns of all sizes, 
and in all cultures.  In modern construction, several types are common:

Apartments are owned by one party with tenants renting their individual units

Condominiums	(‘condos’)	are	owned	by	the	individual	tenant,	who	also	typically	owns	
an interest in the common areas of the property.  A homeowners association manages 
the joint ownership areas.

Flats	are	units	on	one	floor	of	a	multi-story	building	with	conventional	floor-to-floor	
heights.

Lofts	are	units	that	have	a	higher	floor-to-floor	height	and	typically	have	a	mezzanine	
loft within, often over the kitchen/bath areas.

Multi-family	units	can	be	arranged	in	numerous	configurations	(e.g.	along	corridors,	
around	courtyards,	off	of	circulation	balconies,	etc.).		Each	of	these	layouts	lead	to	
different building types.  Smaller buildings oriented off of a common stair landing at 
each	level	can	often	fit	in	well	with	single	family	building	massing.

Multi-family	housing	also	can	be	located	with	other	uses	on	the	ground	floor,	especially	
retail and commercial uses.  This helps increase the level of activity in central areas, 
with	benefits	for	retailers	and	the	public	space.

General Specifications
Unit Size: 500 - 1100 sf
Unit Height: 1 - 2 story
Parking: off street, shared, and/or ganged garages
Private Outdoor Space: shared commons, balconies, patios
Density range / typ. lot size: 8 - 12 du/acre
Target price range: $

R3

Apartment building in a single 
family neighborhhod context

Apartments near University of Portland

Apartment building (Denver, CO)

Sustainability Factors

Green building certification �

Potential for building scale  �
mechanical systems

Higher land efficiencies �

More supportive of transit �

Green landscape standards  �



Building and 
Development Strategies
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Green Building Certification
Certification	programs	provide	the	builder	with	explicit	standards	to	achieve	best	environmental	practices	and	provide	
building	owners	with	the	assurance	that	their	project	is	built	to	those	standards.		There	are	several	home	certification	
approaches available, with different emphases; the most effective of these are described below.  Around the U.S., local 
and state jurisdictions have also adopted custom green building programs.

The most comprehensive programs, such as LEED, look beyond energy impacts to reward use of recycled content or 
sustainably	produced	materials,	healthy	indoor	environments,	and	watre	conservation.		However,	no	certification	level	
will gurantee sustainability.  True sustainability in the built environment requires an on-going process of improvement 
and innovation, and requires an underyling vision to guide decisions.

Building and Development Strategies

Certification Programs and Approaches
LEED: A	voluntary	certification	program,	based	on	a	

checklist of prerequisites and credits, awarding 
certification	at	increasing	levels,	up	to	platinum.		
Credits are awarded in six areas: Sustainable Sites, 
Water	Efficiency,	Energy	&	Atmosphere,	Indoor	
Environmental Quality, Materials and Resources, and 
Design Process.   

LEED-Homes A	specific	LEED	version	re-tooled	for	single-family	
homes, which gives additional credits for proximity to 
community services

Energy Star Certified	by	U.S.	Dept.	of	Energy	(DOE)	to	be	15%	
more	efficient	than	code	requirements.

U.S. DOE’s Building 
America Program

Technical and design assistance with project-tailored 
energy strategies for regional climate

EarthAdvantage Certifies	and	tests	for	energy	savings	of	15%	better	
than code, low-VOC materials, fresh air ventilation, 
environmentally preferred materials.  Also technical 
assistance.

The LEED-H Silver Home at Parkdale, Oregon, Built by Neil Kelly homes

LEED Silver Residence Hall at Lewis & 
Clark College 

LEED certified projects receive a 
plaque to display their commitment 
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Design Standards
Design standards are a strategy for ensuring a level of quality for a neighborhood.  They can take many forms, ranging 
form	basic	site	layout	issues	to	detailed	standards	aimed	at	creating	a	unified	look	for	a	development.		

Basic standards to address location of garages, entries and porches are widely accepted in many communities.  They 
help support the pedestrian nature of streets by creating a level of interconnection between the street and the living 
areas of adjacent homes.  Other communities impose standards geared toward a particular look, style or materials 
palette. 

Imposition of a narrow set of standards can affect both the cost of housing and its rate of sales.  In some cases, how-
ever, a strong discernible look to a neighborhood can improve sales and identity.

The Sea Ranch in California 
uses design standards to tightly 
control building materials, siting, 
landscape and such details as 
reflective surfaces and trash 
enclosures.

A “new urbanist’ neighborhood in Monmouth, Oregon shows the benefit of stan-
dards to engage the house with the street.  The neighboring house, outside the 

development, is dominated by a garage, and is less welcoming to the street.

Above:  Design standards are of-
ten used to provide for good solar 
access to home lots.

Left: Graphical design standards 
used to improve the look of an 
overall community.
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Panelized Construction
Panelized construction can help reduce costs in housing construction and – if done correctly - contribute to a more-
resource	efficient	approach.		Some	building	elements,	such	as	roof	trusses	are	commonly	pre-manufactured	and	
brought to the site ready to install in production housing.  Roof panels are another building component that has shown 
strong	potential	for	use	in	the	housing	industry,	because	of	their	efficiencies.		

Wall	panels	can	also	be	pre-manufactured,	but	do	not	always	capture	the	same	benefits	in	terms	of	resource	efficiency,	
due to wastage from window cut-outs and other irregularities.  Nevertheless, an innovative manufacturer committed to 
waste reduction and sustainable practices could be a strong partner in construction of the project.

Building and Development Strategies

The Rose house was built with SIPs for the roof. (Portland, 
OR)

The NowHouse uses SIPs technology for the entire construction.

 Pre-manufactured trusses are a common form of panelized 
construction.

Improves affordability•	

Requires across-the-board attention to waste •	
reduction in design and production processes

Potential for single-family and multi-family •	
building types

Potential industrial use within project area•	
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Offers a balance of high design and affordability•	

Factory-built and moved once to home site•	

Somewhat more affordable than comparable homes built from scratch•	

GlideHouse factory in Portland•	

Potential industrial applications within project area•	

Modular Construction
Modular housing is undergoing somewhat of a renaissance, and can offer affordable construction at a higher design 
quality than in past generations.  Both aesthetics and sustainability have been improved.

photos clockwise from left: 
“LivingHome” (Santa Monica, 
CA);  GlideHouse (Menlo Park, 
CA); Epoch Modular Home, 
New England

Building and Development Strategies
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Building and Development Strategies

General Specifications
Unit Size: varies
Unit Height: varies
Parking: off street
Private Outdoor Space: patio
Density range / typ. lot size: 8 - 12 du/acre
Target price range: $-$$

Co-Housing
Co-housing	is	a	specific	housing	type	where	residents	arrange	to	share	many	amenities,	usually	including	a	common	
house with kitchen.  Residents often share meals, though they have individual kitchens as well.  Co-housing 
communities often act as an anchor to a larger neighborhood community.

photos clockwise from top left: Trillium Hollow (Portland, OR); 
Hearthstone Co-Housing (Denver, CO); CoHo Co-Housing (Corvallis, 
OR - 2); Cascadia Commons (Washington County, OR)



Development Types

Open Space
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Open Space Types

MAP KEYUndeveloped Areas
Undeveloped natural areas are typically steep slopes, wetlands, and other sensitive 
natural areas 

Link Wilder trail network with OCCC and Mike Miller Park •	

Maintenance strategy to be determined•	

Conservation overlay? *
Conservation group management? *
HOA management? *

photos: existing undeveloped open space locations on the Wilder property

Sustainability Options

Retain as much existing  �
vegetation as possible, 
particularly large trees

Design trails to reduce  �
erosion

Collaborate with other  �
property owners to reduce 
invasive species and 
maintain habitat potential
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MAP KEY Developed Open Space: Commons
A Village Center Plaza or Commons provides a mix of soft and hardscapes for a variety 
of community uses, like farmers’ markets, bazaars, concerts, and festivals. The urban 
design of the space creates a sense of enclosure but also permeability, with access 
from multiple points.

Above: village plaza integrates existing vegetation; photo below: central plaza accentuates the 
natural surroundings with soft surface walkways and grass instead of concrete.

photos above: farmers market 
(Portland, OR); Prairie Cross-
ing (Greyslake, IL)

right: Grey Friars’ Square is 
dominated by an overarch-
ing shade tree (Copenhagen, 
Denmark)

Below left: Performance spaces can anchor a plaza.(Coffee Crekk Development, Chesterton, IN)  

Below right:  Building form can help shape the public space and create a dramatic contrast with 
surrounding streets, whether it is urban or green. (Slavonice, Czech Republic)

Open Space Types
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Open Space Types

Sustainability Options

Retain as much existing  �
vegetation as possible, 
particularly large trees

Creatively integrate play  �
equipment and trails into 
the landscape

Protect steep slopes  �
by concentrating use 
on flatter areas and 

establishing native 
vegetation on the slope for 
stablization

Developed Open Space: Neighborhood Park
This type of open space is intended to provide public gathering and recreation space 
for community residents. A neighborhood park should be within 1/2 mile of each home 
in Wilder so that residents can easily walk or bicycle to them. Ideally, the parks should 
be connected through the trail system. 

Park amenities could include:

children’s play equipment *
open lawn areas  *
shelters / focused gathering areas *
trails / paths *

photos counter-clockwise from 
top: Berkeley, CA; Shelton, 
WA;  Portland, OR; Clinton 
Community Garden (New York, 
NY); Highlands Garden Village 
(Denver, CO)

MAP KEY
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MAP KEY Developed Open Space: Play Fields
Play	fields	are	typically	engineered	open	spaces	that	accommodate	a	variety	of	field	
sports	that	require	large	areas	for	play	(i.e.,	soccer,	football,	baseball,	etc.)	Successful	
play	fields	are	engineered	to	address	drainage,	grade	change,	lighting,	and	spectator	
seating and usually require a higher level of maintenance.  

Active play fields could serve the college and the larger community

Open Space Types

Above: City-owned lands within 
the project site



Conservation Strategies

Open Space
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Open Space Conservation Strategies

Guidelines
surface earth, wood chip, gravel
width 5-feet
cross-slope 2%, down slope
horizontal slope 15% maximum
vertical clearance - pedestrians only 8-feet minimum
vertical clearance - bikes and horses 10-feet minimum
trail setback from waterways as much as feasible

Identify and enhance important habitat areas and travel corridors. Try to keep these •	
areas intact so that wildlife is not completely displaced. 

Integrate education into the trail system and stream / habitat corridor protection •	
system. 

Considerations

Riparian Corridors
The steep terrain and perennial waterways throughout Wilder offer an opportunity to integrate riparian corridor 
protection and a comprehensive soft-surface trail system. 

Sustainability Options

use native earth as much  �
as possible

use existing disturbance  �
corridors (utility 
easements, old roads, 
etc.)

keep trails out of core  �
habitat areas

avoid endangered or  �
threatened habitat areas

minimize stream crossings �

establish native plant  �
species along the trail and 
along waterways

remove invasive plant  �
species

control stormwater run-off  �
from the trail

design trails for expected  �
users
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Open Space Conservation Strategies

Tree Preservation
The steep terrain and perennial waterways throughout Wilder offer an opportunity to integrate riparian corridor 
protection and a comprehensive soft-surface trail system. 

Below:  Roads at Black Butte Ranch are designed to leave important trees intact.

Removal of trees will require care to 
ensure that the trees left standing 
are not overly exposed to winds, soil 
compaction and other factors that 
will reduce their chances of survival.


